ABOUT OUR PIPELINE PROGRAM:
The Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation (DTCC) is recruiting recent and upcoming 2015 graduates to fill entry-level, full-time positions in business areas across our company. These positions welcome students who are interested in kick-starting their careers in the financial services industry while expanding their knowledge and involvement in the clearing and settlement business. When graduates join our company, they become part of our Pipeline Program. This program offers the total rewards, benefits and compensation of a full-time position while giving students the opportunity to learn from experts currently working within the field. Pipeline participants make meaningful contributions within their business areas while completing training designed for their specific department. This program includes an orientation week followed by both classroom and desk-side, on the job training. For 2015, DTCC is recruiting students who have a Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in the following curriculums: Business, Economics, Finance, Accounting, Computer Science, MIS or Business & Technology Management. Our headquarters is based in New York and we are seeking to fill positions in the following domestic US locations: (1) Jersey City, New Jersey (2) Tampa, Florida (3) Dallas, Texas (4) New York City, New York and (5) Boston, Massachusetts in the following departments: Enterprise Risk Management, Internal Audit, Global Operations & Client Services, Finance, Business Development and Information Technology.

ABOUT DTCC:
Through multiple operating facilities and data centers around the world, DTCC and its subsidiary companies automate, centralize, and standardize the processing of financial transactions for thousands of institutions worldwide. With 40 years of experience, DTCC is the premier post-trade market infrastructure for the global financial services industry, simplifying the complexities of clearance, settlement, asset servicing, global data management and information services for equities, corporate and municipal bonds, government and mortgage-backed securities, derivatives, money market instruments, syndicated loans, mutual funds, alternative investment products, and insurance transactions. In 2011, DTCC’s subsidiaries processed securities transactions valued at approximately US$1.7 quadrillion. Its depository provides custody and asset servicing for securities issues from 122 countries and territories valued at US$39.5 trillion. DTCC’s OTC derivatives trade repositories record more than US$500 trillion in gross notional value of transactions made worldwide across multiple asset classes. For more information, visit dtcc.com, and follow us on Twitter: @The_DTCC

RISK PIPELINE PROGRAM
Dallas & Jersey City
Risk Analyst: The Risk Analyst is responsible for assisting in actively monitoring the markets to assist in assessing the impact on and reviewing market exposures for member firm portfolios. The position will perform research to support margining methodologies. The Pipeline curriculum includes e-learning, on-site and off-site education to gain knowledge of the fundamentals of capital markets as well as market, credit and liquidity risk management. Bachelor’s degree in Business, Finance, Accounting or Economics required.

INTERNAL AUDIT PIPELINE PROGRAM
Dallas, Jersey City & New York
Risk & Control Advisor: The Risk & Control Advisor inspects the work of other departments, identifying improvements to the design and effectiveness of business processes, and creates reliable documentation to support their work. The Pipeline curriculum allows these new hires the advantage to learn the DTCC Audit process along with an in-depth look at audit fundamentals and capital markets. Bachelor’s degree in Business, Finance or Economics required.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PIPELINE PROGRAM
Dallas, Tampa, New York, Jersey City & Boston

DTCC’s IT Pipeline Program has three paths: The Infrastructure Trainee and Business Analysts under the Enterprise Infrastructure area, and the Programmer Trainee under the Application Development Mgmt area. The Enterprise Infrastructure (EI) department within IT supports DTCC’s hardware, datacenter, networks and communication infrastructure. The Applications Development Management (ADM) area develops and maintains software applications supporting DTCC’s businesses.

**Infrastructure Trainee & Business Analyst Trainee:** This track will participate in the analysis of project requirements and development of technical specifications for assigned project work. Business Analyst Trainee will work to ensure operational efficiency and excellence of specific DTCC business and technology processes. The Infrastructure Trainee will assist in procedural and code documentation for assigned projects. Candidates should have limited knowledge in specific programming languages. Pipeline curriculum includes three year core curriculum which consists of various training classes for DTCC technology platforms. Core curriculum is supplemented by study groups with subject experts, videoconferences and desk-side mentoring to support the experiential learning projects they are assigned. Bachelor’s degree in either Business or Computer Science preferred.

**Programmer Trainee:** The Programmer Trainee will develop, test and install code for existing or proposed business applications and/or computer systems. They will assists in procedural and code documentation for assigned projects. They will provide application and user support and perform troubleshooting of applications. They will ensure that applications conform to quality assurance test standards. Pipeline curriculum includes 6 months classroom instruction to provide robust, in-depth analysis DTCC technology platforms. Coursework highlights DTCC-specific mainframe and distributed technologies to provide comprehensive training to retain qualified application development staff. Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or Technology preferred.

GLOBAL OPERATIONS & CLIENT SERVICES PIPELINE PROGRAM

Jersey City & Tampa

**Operations Analyst:** Operations Analysts will perform routine and complex functions and handle exception processing, within guidelines, as defined by the management team. This program will develop individuals in key front-line positions in particular operating areas. The Pipeline curriculum is designed to develop technical knowledge in variety of functional areas (e.g., asset services, client services, settlement and new business lines) as well as solid core leadership competencies. Bachelor’s degree in Business, Finance or Economics preferred.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE PROGRAM

Jersey City & Tampa

**Business Development Analyst:** The Business Development Analyst will support the Business Transformation team by participating in various phases of multiple projects. The position will entail business analysis, e.g., recommendations, project design, operating model design, timelines and visual aids. The role will be assisting in fact finding and research as directed and necessary for strategic and business planning. Pipeline curriculum enhances project management, business analyst essentials. Bachelor’s degree in Business, Finance or Economics preferred.

FINANCE PIPELINE PROGRAM

Jersey City & Tampa

**Financial Analyst:** The Financial Analyst will provide financial analysis and support to the Financial Planning & Analysis group. They will support of system set up including product, legal entity and functional hierarchies. Provide ad hoc analysis and project support. Bachelor’s degree in Finance and/or Accounting. Pipeline curriculum ensures a solid technical accounting knowledge foundation while facilitating a well-rounded, multi-discipline understanding of reporting & accounting’s role within DTCC. Bachelor’s degree in Finance and/or Accounting required.

HOW TO APPLY

Go to our corporate website Careers section: [www.dtcc.com/careers](http://www.dtcc.com/careers) - click on Search Jobs. Under the Title field search entry level, by location & department. Make sure that if you met us on campus, you indicate so when you list your Source. We will contact you with further instructions, once your application has been processed.